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The National Secular Society has urged Surrey County Council not to proceed with changes to
admissions arrangements which would restrict some families' chances of sending their children to
non-faith schools.

The council is proposing to add 10 schools, including eight Catholic faith schools, to a list of those
which can be considered as 'nearest schools'.

The change will reduce families' ability to send children to the nearest available non-faith school
and make children more likely to be sent to Catholic schools against their parents' wishes.

The council has already deferred its rule change in the case of one of the schools pending a
consultation. The decision came after the NSS wrote to the council to highlight the cases of at least
10 families who could have been adversely affected.

And the NSS has now urged the council not to make the changes in response to its consultation.

The Catholic schools are currently excluded from the 'nearest schools' list because of the extent of
discrimination in their admissions policies and because their exclusive ethos makes them
unsuitable for many children.

Council defers decision as NSS supports affected families

The council was due to remove one of the schools, St Joseph's Catholic Primary School in the
town of Epsom, in September 2020 and the rest a year later.

It has now decided not to remove St Joseph's Epsom from the list until at least September 2021,
and to consult over the changes in the meantime.

That decision came after the NSS highlighted families who were likely to be adversely affected by
the changes and an adjudicator ruled that the change rendered the school's admissions policy
unclear.

The 10 families wished to have a fair chance of sending their children to Stamford Green Primary
School, a school with a community ethos in the town of Epsom, next September. Their best
opportunity will be for that school to be considered their nearest school.

This would not have happened if St Joseph's Catholic Primary School, which as a voluntary aided
school is currently allowed to discriminate in up to 100% of its admissions, was considered their
nearest school.

The council was proposing to change the status of St Joseph's because in recent years it had
admitted a very small number of pupils under non-faith based criteria.

https://www.secularism.org.uk/faith-schools/what-types-of-school-are-there.html


Seventeen local primary schools are oversubscribed and the council's proposed change would
make some families very unlikely to secure places at Stamford Green.

NSS response

NSS head of education Alastair Lichten said: "Surrey County Council should reconsider
these proposed changes, which would make it harder for families to send their children to
non-faith schools.

"This case also highlights the wider trend of faith schools having an often indirect, but
significant, negative impact on school choice for many families.

"Until ministers show a willingness to confront religious control of the education system,
families will continue to face the possibility of religion being imposed on their children
against their wishes, or being locked out of their local schools."

NSS research highlights faith-based restrictions on school choice

In a groundbreaking recent report the NSS revealed that every year between 45,000 and
60,000 families in England apply for primary schools in areas with extreme restrictions on
non-faith school choice.
Recent NSS research also found that more than 20,000 children were sent to faith schools in
England against the preferences of their parents in September.

Discuss on Facebook

This short film explains why I'm saying #NoMoreFaithSchools. Please share and join the campaign.
Click to tweet

Are faith schools restricting your options?

Are you locked out of your local school based on religion? Have you been assigned a faith school
against your wishes? Are faith schools your only option?
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End religious discrimination in school admissions

No child should face discrimination for their family’s religion or belief.

Read More

No more faith schools

We need inclusive schools free from religious discrimination, privilege or control.

Read More
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Allowing more religious selection in schools would be a big
mistake

Abandoning the 50% admission cap would exacerbate the discrimination, disadvantage and
division inherent with faith schools, argues Stephen Evans. Read More »

NSS joins open letter against faith school discrimination

Education experts, politicians, religious leaders and public figures unite to call on Education
Secretary to keep the faith school admissions cap. Read More »

NSS urges PM to retain cap on faith-based admissions

Supporters of inclusive schools encouraged to tell MPs to protect the 50% cap. Read More »

NSS alarmed at plan to let new schools select all pupils
based on faith

Faith-based academies could be free to select all pupils based on religion within months, sources
say. Read More »
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Councils say faith schools disadvantaging looked after
children

Evidence increasing that faith schools disadvantage those with greatest need. Read More »
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